Some books for kids and teens:
Titanic: the disaster that shocked the world!
by Mark Dubowski
Read the incredible true story of the "unsinkable" ship
that sank. DK Readers. Level 3

(J 910.916 DUB)

Titanic series by Gordon Korman
3 part series : Unsinkable, Collision Course, S.O.S.
The Titanic is meant to be unsinkable, but as it begins its
maiden voyage, there's plenty of danger waiting for four
of its young passengers.

(J PB KOR)

Movies:
Titanic (1997)
Two people from different worlds meet and fall in love
on the brief, tragic maiden voyage of the grand ocean
liner Titanic. With Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet.

(DVD TIT)

Music:
And the band played on [music played on the
Titanic]
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(CD Classical Salonisti)

Titanic Sinks! by Denenberg, Barry
Presents the true story of the building and launching of
the Titanic and offers a "you are there" feeling when the
steamship struck an iceberg and sank on her maiden
voyage. ( J/Teen 910.916 DEN)

Iceberg right ahead!: the tragedy of the
Titanic by Stephanie Sammartino McPherson
Learn about the sinking of the Titanic, the discovery of
its wreckage and more.

(Teen 910.916 MCP)

Amanda/Miranda

Titanic: music from the motion picture
(CD Movie/TV Titanic )

Titanic: the ultimate collection.
Music from the James Cameron film Titanic; the 1996
miniseries Titanic; the Broadway musical Titanic; the
1958 British Rank film A night to remember; and the
1953 20th Century-Fox film Titanic.

(CD Movie/TV Titanic )

by Richard Peck

Because these two girls look alike, even though one is
servant to the other, Miranda assumes the identity of
Amanda even after the sinking of the Titanic, their
passage to America. (Teen PB)

Watch That Ends the Night: voices from the
Titanic by Allan Wolf
Recreates the 1912 sinking of the Titanic as observed by
millionaire John Jacob Astor, a beautiful young Lebanese
refugee finding first love, "Unsinkable" Molly Brown,
Captain Smith, and others including the iceberg itself.

(Teen Fiction WOL)

Webster
Public
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Titanic Books @WPL
Gilded lives, fatal voyage: the
Titanic's first-class passengers and
their world
by Hugh Brewster
Brewster uses original research to
intertwine, for the first time, the lives of
the rich and famous within the powerful
arc of the ship's dramatic demise to
convey the poignance of this epochal
disaster.

(910.916 BRE)

Shadow of the Titanic : the
extraordinary stories of those who
survived
by Andrew Wilson

(910.916 WIL)
Voyagers of the Titanic :
passengers, sailors, shipbuilders,
aristocrats, and the worlds they
came from
by R.P.T. Davenport-Hines
(910.916 DAV)
A new history that brings into focus the
people involved in this legendary
tragedy--the dealmakers and industry
giants behind the ship's creation as well
as its passengers, both aristocrats and
immigrants, and its crew.

Titanic tragedy : a new look at the lost
liner
by John Maxtone-Graham

A Night to Remember
The Night Lives On (sequel)
By Walter Lord

Richly written and vividly detailed, this is the
book Titanic buffs have been waiting for.
(910.916 MAX)

(910.4 LOR)
(910 LOR)

Titanic: legacy of the world's greatest
oceanliner
by Susan Wels
(910.916 WEL)

The Titanic disaster : as reported in the
British national press April-July 1912
by Dave Bryceson
(363.123 BRY)

Lost voices from the Titanic: the definitive
oral history
by Nick Barratt
(910.916 BAR)

The last days of the Titanic : photographs
and mementos of the tragic maiden
voyage
by Edward Eugene O’Donnell
(910.916 ODO)

Ghosts of the Titanic
by Charles Pellegrino
(910.916 PEL)

A Good Woman by Danielle Steel
Annabelle Worthington was born into a
life of privilege, raised amid the
glamour of New York society. But
everything changed on a cold April day
in 1912, when the sinking of the Titanic
shattered her family and her privileged
world forever. (Fiction STE)

From Time to Time by Jack Finney
Time traveler Simon Morley visit the
20th century of his origins and finds
himself drawn into a desperate attempt
to alter the events of history and
prevent the onset of World War I.
(Fiction FIN)

Murder on the Titanic
by James Walker
(Fiction WAL)

Maiden voyage by Cynthia Bass
A brilliant boy is rewarded for his
erudition with a dream-trip to England.
During his return he falls in love for the
first time with an older woman and the
grandeur of the Titanic. This riveting
creation of the infamous ill-fated
voyage trembles with angst, adventure,
escape, and loss.
(Fiction BAS)

